30% ENGLISH-MEDIUM ENGLISH DEPARTMENTS
PROFICIENCY TEST
SECTION 1 READING

1. d) A new beauty trend
2. a) suitable
3. b) Products that have natural ingredients
4. d) Athletes have a masculine image.
5. b) persuade
6. c) they want to improve their physical appearance
7. a) they start to learn them from birth
8. d) Experiencing health-related problems
9. a) At the distress stage
10. c) the new culture may be denied and criticised
11. b) new culture
12. b) deal with
13. c) One continues to remember the culture of her own and feels nostalgic
14. d) Dis larger than San Diego has failed to win a major sports championship
15. c) Buffalo is believed to be cursed despite winning in the finals several times.
16. a) strongly
17. b) believe curses for the fun of it
18. d) curses
19. a) is believed to have brought bad luck to people appearing on its cover
20. c) Sports Illustrated curse

SECTION 2 LISTENING
21.a) has changed his job.
22.c) helps the environment
23.b) a busy schedule
24.c) to balance their work and personal life
25.a) employees and customers are important
26.b) change her job
27.c) many types of companies
28. a) remember the brand
29.b) good about the brand
30.c) A contact a person
31.a) have a dinner party
32. c) tells it what to do
33.a) measures the room
34.a) turn around
35.b) likes the device
36.a) son’s education
37.c) go to college later
38.b) may never go to college
39.c) a good opportunity
40.a) not change his mind